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The Big HZB Crossword Puzzle 
1. HZB environmental target for 2035
2. Public event featuring science at night, 

abreviation (Ger)
3. Registration you need to work at BESSY II
4. HZB put up a few ... for e-cars
5. Contact point for guest researchers
6. HZB did an audit on this topic
7. Dream of every researcher in solar energy
8. Possibility to have beamtime while stay-

ing at home
9. Technique our Häkelhermann was made 

with
10. Temperature unit
11. Staff event we missed this year
12. Yearly day out for your team
13. Another word for synchrotron
14. New bank holiday in Berlin
15. Liquid material for cooling to very low 

temperature
16. First weeks at HZB
17. Another word for mobile working
18. Great HZB event for the scientific com- 

munity
19. A staff member won a medal at the para-

lympics for the …
20. Very important for children to count the 

days until Christmas
21. IT is short for…
22. Accelerating reactions in chemistry
23. Solid carbon dioxide
24. Very important for the HZB image
25. Online platform for video conferences
26. Chemical storage
27. Favourite drink at HZB (after water)
28. HZB facility for treating eye tumor
29. HZB experiments are broadcast on this 

radio station
30. Green solution for the future energy supply
31. Online pages for HZB staff
32. Capital of Germany
33. Name of the staff magazine (Ger)
34. Colours of a new flag at HZB
35. Here you can relax and enjoy sunrays in 

Adlershof
36. Money you get back for bottles (Ger)
37. Green and healthy way to travel
38. HZB restaurant in Wannsee (Ger)
39. New lab, where you cannot find mice
40. Annoying noise in Wannsee
41. HZB inaugurated blue ... facades
42. We aim to use fewer … for business trips
43. Place to do experiments for children at 

HZB (Ger)
44. Electrons can do slaloms thanks to it
45. … is available at BESSY II
46. Cheap materials for new solar cells
47. Germans do not have these socks at 

Christmas
48. HZB staff association for climate protec-

tion (Ger)
49. This group pays for beamtime
50. Location of SESAME
51. Favourite German word for lunch break
52. Temperature control on heaters
53. They are zooming around in the tunnel
54. Annual cycling campaign in Berlin (Ger)
55. Central part of a synchrotron
56. We celebrated his 200th birthday (first 

name)
57. Name-giver of the HZB Campus in Adlershof
58. Cloud service we use at HZB
59. Animals at Wannsee-Campus
60. Name-giver of the HZB Campus in Wannsee
61.  … are candidates for future computing
62.  Shape of BESSY II
63.  You need ... to solve this quiz
64.  You are solving one right now
65.  Yearly hands-on workshop for students

These prizes are waiting for you:

1st prize: set of tea specialities
2nd prize: an umbrella
3rd prize: a rummy card game
4th to 10th prize: chocolate

Please send the solution by 15.01.2022 to
lichtblick@helmholtz-berlin.de
(indicate name, department or address).

Season’s Greetings and Happy New Year!
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Solution:

We will notify the winners by email. The winners will be 
published in the next issue. The legal process is excluded.

Winners of the last edition:  
1st: Bianca Bunn
2nd: Chantal-Sophie Amelang
3rd: Annett McBeath
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TIP
Some answers have more than one word, 
but you can write them together as one, 
without spaces!


